
STEM 
STEM is a collaborative teaming of 6th grade science, technology, engineering, and math teachers. The 
goal is to demonstrate ways in which science, technology, engineering, and math intersect and 
interrelate to highlight and augment various concepts within these closely related disciplines. 
  
STEM is an integration of applied mathematics, scientific, and hands-on inquiry.  Students acquire skills 
through measurement, record keeping, data analysis and kinesthetic building, and in the process 
develop a more global approach to critical thinking. 
  

Fall themes 

Tessellations 

Students explore tessellations by using pattern blocks and measuring angles in simple shapes to see if 
they will tessellate.  In walking around the neighborhood, they discover many examples in 
architecture. They create their own tessellation on paper and then use a computer program to 
manipulate their own design.  Their final design is transferred to iron-on patterns and placed on t-
shirts.  

Mission to the moon 

Through our Challenger Learning Center field trip to the Museum of Flight, students practice STEM skills 
by performing navigation, life support monitoring, communication and data collection procedures. Back 
at school, we create a “return to earth” capsule to protect an egg that was dropped from 24 feet.  

Check out the Challenger Learning Center website   

Simple Machines 

Students study simple machines, perform experiments with wheels and axles, levers, pulleys, and 
inclined planes as well as explore their neighborhood for uses of these machines. They use simple 
machines to illustrate the inverse relationship between distance and effort when performing work and 
computed mathematical calculations of the mechanical advantage of these machines. As they 
work, they use protractors, measuring tapes, stop watches, tables, graphs, mass of varying quantities, 
a car jack, rope, and ramps to solve everyday problems. 

Through these 3 units, students use teamwork, collaboration, compromise, and problem-solving to 
investigate problems in STEM, build knowledge of applied physical and mathematical processes. 

 
 

http://www.museumofflight.org/education/challenger-learning-center

